
Class #5 

Your Purpose Emerges 

When women are crushed, who wins? 
 

Good question.  

Looking around our world today you 
can see that there is an overwhelming amount 
of situations that are bringing harm and even death to those in physical body 
suits. And just like in the Galactic worlds, there are words to justify these 
situations. Rape? She dressed or moved provocatively. War? There are bad guys 
who want to harm us. GMO foods? We have to increase our food production. 
Poor education? It is the parent’s fault or the teacher’s fault or the students are 
not smart enough. 

Without anyone on duty to vigilantly identify any energy, idea, system 
project, manifestation that brings harm into the Web of 
Life.  

With no immune system, 
deterioration begins and then death 
occurs. 

The Entire Web of Life 
Suffers  



Would any of this destruction been allowed to exist in our world, to bring 
harm to the children, to turn one mother’s children against another mother’s 
children if the Souls in Female body suits had been heard, nurtured, 
strengthened and seen as visionaries? 

If mothers where setting policy about the foods for their children, would 
there be toxic chemicals in those foods? 

If grandmothers were designing a culture for the future generations would 
they create an education system that dumbed down and discounted the ability of 
the students? 

If the true agenda for settling differences 
was to listen so deeply as to vicariously 
experience the Other in order to find the 
common ground of respect, kindness and 
generosity would there be military machines? 

Who is winning? Or who appears to be 
winning?  

Not the Divine agendas of Good. Most 
certainly the Outsider agenda of domination, control, greed and usury. 

All of this is what has happened because the 
mission of Female as Leader, as Designer of 
Cultures, as sensitive identifier and 
commander of authority was/is targeted  for 
destruction.  

What we see in our world is result of 
losing Female Mission, vision, 

wisdom, collaborative circles and 
voice.  

What is Yours to Do?
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